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Shapes
Tap
and Shapes: the row of dots at
the foot of the box indicates how many
pages of shapes there are, and which one
you are looking at. Tap the dots or swipe
with a finger to scroll through the pages.
Each presentation contains shapes which
- are plain
- have shadows
- have gradients
- have a variety of frames
The straight line with the dot in the centre
( shown diagonally in the box) can be
dragged to form a curve.

pages

Re-sizing shapes

Tap
, then Shapes, and select a
shape by tapping. It will appear on the
screen.

A green dot on a shape indicates that
an adjacent part of the shape can be
styled.

Tap it and the bounding handles
appear.

Touch and drag the green dot to see
the effect. On a rounded rectangle, for
example, the degree of roundedness
can be altered.

Drag from a corner dot to keep the
proportion as you enlarge or reduce
the size.
Drag from the middle dot on any side
to alter the proportions. The size in
pixels appears in a black box.

Shaped can be restyled in the
Menu and given different coloured fills,
borders, shadows, reflections and
opacities. See Styling Shapes, page 3.

Styling shapes
Tap Style in
the Toolbar.
Choose one of
the plain,
shadowed or
framed options
offered if liked
or tap Style
Options.

Change the
design of the
border: line,
dots, dashes.

Tap Fill and
scroll through
the options,
including the
option of No
Fill.

As well as
styling the
border, you can
add Effects.

Choose
the colour
and width of
a border.

Style the
shadow,
reflection,
opacity.

Typing inside box shapes
Tap
, then Shapes, and
select a shape by
tapping. It will appear on
the screen. Change its
proportions if you wish.
(See Resizing Shapes,
page 3.)

Tap inside the shape to get
the cursor. Type your text.
If the text is longer than the
width of the shape, the text
will automatically wrap over
onto the next line..

Style it as you wish. (See
Styling Shapes, page 4.)

This text is longer than the
width of the shape and has
wrapped over.

You can change the size
of the box by tapping to
select, and dragging.
If you want to alter the
size of the font, tap
inside the box, tap
in
the Toolbox and tap Text.
(See Keynote How-To 02,
page 3)

Make the box bigger by
tapping it and dragging the
handles. The text stays the
same size.

Positioning text inside boxes
Tap the
symbol in
the toolbar. Tap Arrange.
Under Text Alignment
tap one of the three
boxes to position your
text inside the box at the
top, middle or bottom.
You will see the text shift
position accordingly.

Typing inside other shapes

Yo u
may want your text
to fill the whole shape and
follow the outline of it. First create
the shape with the border you want,
Yo u
then double tap inside the shape to see
the cursor. Before typing,
tapwant
the brush
may
your text to fill
shape in the toolbar, then Layout. Choose
theandwhole
shape
Justify (on the far right)
type. If your
text is and follow the
not long enough, or you need more space for
of outline
it. First
create
your text, tap on outline
the shape's
to see
the the shape with
blue bounding box. Drag the handles to make
the border
double tap inside
the shape larger
or smalleryou
and want,
the text then
will
automatically
adjust itself
to fill the
the space.
to see
cursor.
You can the
also shape
go to Layout
(make sure
you
have tapped inside the shape and can
You
see the cursor), and play around
may
want
your in
text
with the typing,
Margin tap
and the
Line
Before
brush
shape
the Toolbar,
spacing to adjust theto
textfill the whole shape and
then Style.
Under
inside the
shape. Paragraph Style, choose Justify (far

follow the outline of it. First
right). Tap Layout,
and the
under
Text Alignment
the box
create
shape
with the tap
border
for Top (left). you
If thewant,
text isthen
not long
enough,
or you the
need
double
tap inside
see tap
theon
cursor.
Beforeoutline
typing,to
more space shape
for yourtotext,
the shape's
tapbounding
the brush
in the
toolbar,
then
see the blue
box.shape
Drag the
handles
to make
Layout.
Choose
Justifyand
(on the
the text
far right)
the shape
larger
or
smaller
will or
and type. If your text is not long enough,
automatically
adjustmore
itself tospace
fill the for
space.
you need
your text, tap on
the shape's outline to see the blue bounding
box.also
Drag
handles
to make
You can
go the
to Layout
(ensure
you the
haveshape
larger
andthethe
text will
tapped
insideorthesmaller
shape to see
cursor),
automatically
adjust
itself
to filland
the space.
andYou
playcan
around
with
the
Margin
also go to Layout (make sure
Line
to adjustinside
the text
you Spacing
have tapped
the shape
in your
shape.
and
canchosen
see the
cursor), and play
around with the Margin and
Line spacing to adjust the
text inside the
shape.

Lines and Arrows

Lines can be quickly
and easily added.
Tap Shapes, then
one of the lines; the
one with the dot in
the middle means it
can be dragged into
a curve.

Tap your line to
select it; tap
to choose one of
the six options
offered, or Style
Options for more.

Choose the
colour, width
and type of line
from the menu.

Tap Arrowheads
(below Width) to
choose from a
variety of styles.
You can different
styles at the start
and end of your
line.
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